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ABSTRACT: Many instances of cellular signaling and
transcriptional regulation involve switch-like molecular
responses to the presence or absence of input ligands. To
understand how these responses come about and how they
can be harnessed, we develop a statistical mechanical model to
characterize the types of Boolean logic that can arise from
allosteric molecules following the Monod−Wyman−Changeux (MWC) model. Building upon previous work, we show how an allosteric molecule regulated by two inputs can elicit AND,
OR, NAND, and NOR responses but is unable to realize XOR or XNOR gates. Next, we demonstrate the ability of an MWC
molecule to perform ratiometric sensinga response behavior where activity depends monotonically on the ratio of ligand
concentrations. We then extend our analysis to more general schemes of combinatorial control involving either additional
binding sites for the two ligands or an additional third ligand and show how these additions can cause a switch in the logic
behavior of the molecule. Overall, our results demonstrate the wide variety of control schemes that biological systems can
implement using simple mechanisms.

■

INTRODUCTION
A hallmark of cellular signaling and regulation is combinatorial
control. Disparate examples ranging from metabolic enzymes
to actin polymerization to transcriptional regulation involve
multiple inputs that often give rise to a much richer response
than what could be achieved through a single input. For
example, the bacterial enzyme phosphofructokinase in the
glycolysis pathway is allosterically regulated by both ADP and
PEP.1 Whereas PEP serves as an allosteric inhibitor, ADP is
both an allosteric activator and a competitive inhibitor
depending on its concentration. This modulation by multiple
allosteric ligands gives rise to a complex control of the ﬂux
through the glycolytic pathway: increasing ADP concentration
ﬁrst increases the activity of phosphofructokinase (via the
allosteric modulation) but ultimately decreases it (from
competitive inhibition). Another example is oﬀered by the
polymerization of actin at the leading edge of motile cells. In
particular, the presence of two ligands, Cdc42 and PIP2, is
required to activate the protein N-WASP by binding to it in a
way that permits it to then activate the Arp2/3 complex and
stimulate actin polymerization.2
In the context of transcriptional regulation, an elegant earlier
work explored the conditions under which transcriptional
regulatory networks could give rise to the familiar Boolean
logic operations, like those shown in Figure 1.3 There it was
found that the combined eﬀect of two distinct transcription
factors on the transcriptional activity of a given promoter
depend upon their respective binding strengths as well as the
cooperative interactions between each other and the RNA
polymerase. Indeed, by tuning the binding strengths and
© 2019 American Chemical Society

cooperativity parameters, one could generate a panoply of
diﬀerent logic gates such as the familiar AND, OR, NAND
(NOT-AND), and NOR (NOT-OR) gates, known from the
world of digital electronics.3
Here, we explore the diversity of combinatorial responses
that can be eﬀected by a single allosteric molecule by asking if
such molecules can yield multi-input combinatorial control in
the same way that transcriptional networks have already been
shown to. Speciﬁcally, we build on earlier work that shows that
an allosteric molecule described by the Monod−Wyman−
Changeux (MWC) model can deliver input−output functions
similar to the ideal logic gates described in Figure 1.4−6 In the
MWC model, an allosteric molecule exists in a thermodynamic
equilibrium between active and inactive states, with the relative
occupancy of each state being modulated by regulatory
ligands.7 We use statistical mechanics to characterize the
input−output response of such a molecule in the limits where
each of the two ligands is either absent or at a saturating
concentration and determine the necessary conditions to form
the various logic gates, with our original contribution on this
point focusing on a systematic exploration of the MWC
parameter space for each logic gate.
We then analyze the MWC response modulated by two
input ligands but outside of traditional Boolean logic functions.
In particular, we show how, by tuning the MWC parameters,
the response (probability of the allosteric protein being active)
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Figure 1. Logic gates as molecular responses. The (A) AND, (B) OR, and (C) XOR gates are represented through their corresponding logic tables
as well as target activity proﬁles regulated by two ligands. The behavior of each gate is measured solely by its activity in the absence and at
saturating concentrations of each ligand and not by the character of the active/inactive transition.

Figure 2. States and weights for the allosteric protein. The two diﬀerent ligands (blue circle (i = 1) and red triangle (i = 2)) are present at
concentrations [Li] and with a dissociation constant KA,i in the active state and KI,i in the inactive state. The energetic diﬀerence between the
inactive and active states is denoted by ΔϵAI = ϵI − ϵA. Total weights of the active and inactive states are shown below each column and are
obtained by summing all the weights in that column.

OR behavior. Next, we explore the increased diversity of logic
responses that can be achieved by three-ligand MWC
molecules compared with the two-ligand case and oﬀer an
interesting perspective on the role of the third ligand as a
regulator that can switch the logic behavior formed by the
other two ligands. We end by a discussion of our theoretical
results in the context of a growing body of experimental works
on natural and de novo designed molecular logic gates. In total,
these results hint at simple mechanisms that biological systems
can utilize to reﬁne their combinatorial control.

in any three of the four concentration limits can be explicitly
controlled, along with the ligand concentrations at which
transitions between these limit responses occur. Focusing next
on the proﬁle of the response near the transition concentrations, we demonstrate how an MWC molecule can exhibit
ratiometric sensing, which was observed experimentally in the
bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) signaling pathway8 as well
as in galactose metabolic (GAL) gene induction in yeast.9
Additionally, we extend our analysis of logic responses to
cases beyond two-ligand control with a single binding site for
each ligand. We ﬁrst discuss the eﬀect of the number of
binding sites on the logic response and demonstrate how
altering that number, which can occur through evolution or
synthetic design, is able to cause a switch in the logic behavior
of an MWC molecule, such as transitioning from AND into

■

RESULTS
Logic Response of an Allosteric Protein Modulated
by Two Ligands. Consider an MWC molecule, as shown in
Figure 2, that ﬂuctuates between active and inactive states
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Figure 3. Logic gate realization of an allosteric protein with two ligands. (A) Probability that the protein is active (pactive) in diﬀerent limits (rows
and columns of the matrix) of ligand concentrations, where γi =

KA, i
KI, i

. (B) Conditions on the parameters that lead to an AND or OR response. (C)

Realizations of the AND and OR logic gates. Parameters used were KA,1 = KA,2 = 2.5 × 10−8 M, KI,1 = KI,2 = 1.5 × 10−4 M, and ΔϵAI = −14.2kBT for
the AND gate or ΔϵAI = −5.0kBT for the OR gate. (D) Quality of AND (eq 3) and OR (eq 4) gates across parameter space. The brown dots
indicate the high-quality gates in panel C.

(with ΔϵAI deﬁned as the free energy diﬀerence between the
inactive and active states in the absence of ligand). We
enumerate the entire set of allowed states of activity and ligand
occupancy, along with their corresponding statistical weights.
The probability that this protein is active depends on the
concentrations of two input molecules, [L1] and [L2], and is
given by

The probabilities in Figure 3A can be compared to the target
functions in Figure 1 to determine the conditions on each
parameter that would be required to form a given logic gate.
For example, the AND, OR, and XOR gates require that in the
absence of either ligand ([L1] = [L2] = 0), there should be as
little activity as possible, thereby requiring that the active state
has a higher (more unfavored) free energy than the inactive
state (e−βΔϵAI ≫ 1). We note that in the context of
transcriptional regulation, this limit of activity in the absence
of ligands is called the leakiness,10 and it is one of the
distinguishing features of the MWC model in comparison with
other allosteric models such as the Koshland−Némethy−
Filmer (KNF) model that exhibits no leakiness.
For the AND and OR gates, the condition that pactive ≈ 1
when both ligands are saturating ([L1], [L2] → ∞) requires
that γ1γ2 e−βΔϵAI ≪ 1. The two limits where one ligand is absent
while the other ligand is saturating lead to the conditions
shown in Figure 3B for the AND and OR gates, with
representative response proﬁles shown in Figure 3C using
parameter values from the single-ligand allosteric nicotinic
acetylcholine receptor.11 We relegate the derivations to the
Supporting Information section A, where we also demonstrate
that the XOR gate cannot be realized with the form of pactive in
eq 1 unless explicit cooperativity is added to the MWC model.
In addition, we show that the NAND, NOR, and XNOR gates

pactive ([L1] , [L 2])
=

(1 + )(1 + )
)(1 + ) + e (1 + )(1 + )
[L1]
KA,1

(1 +

[L1]
KA,1

[L 2 ]
KA,2

[L 2 ]
KA,2

−β ΔϵAI

[L1]
KI,1

[L 2 ]
KI,2

(1)

where KA,i and KI,i are the dissociation constants between the
ith ligand and the active or inactive protein, respectively. We
begin with the two-input case such that i = 1 or 2.
To determine whether this allosteric protein can serve as a
molecular logic gate, we ﬁrst evaluate the probability that it is
active when each ligand is either absent ([Li] → 0) or at a
saturating concentration ([Li] → ∞). Figure 3A evaluates
these limits for eq 1, where we have introduced the parameters
γ1 =

KA,1
KI,1

and γ2 =

KA,2
KI,2

to simplify the results.
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Figure 4. General MWC response with two ligands. (A) Three of the four limits of ligand concentrations ([L1], [L2] → 0 or ∞) can be ﬁxed by the
parameters ΔϵAI, γ1, and γ2. Additionally, the midpoint of the [Li] response when [Lj] → 0 (ﬁlled circles, with the ﬁxed midpoint values extended
along solid curves) or [Lj] → ∞ (hollow circles, with the ﬁxed midpoint values extended along dashed curves) can be adjusted. (B) Within the
region determined by the four midpoints, the MWC response becomes ratiometric,8 where the concentration ratio of the two ligands determines
the activity of the molecule. This is illustrated by the diagonal contour lines of constant pactive in the ratiometric response region.

ij 1 1
yz
Q AND/OR (γ1 , γ2 , ΔϵAI) = Q NAND/NOR jjjj , , −ΔϵAIzzzz
k γ1 γ2
{

can be formed if and only if their complementary AND, OR,
and XOR gates can be formed, respectively, by replacing ΔϵAI
1
→ −ΔϵAI and γi → γ . Finally, Figure 3C demonstrates that the
i

same dissociation constants KA,i and KI,i can give rise to either
AND or OR behavior by modulating ΔϵAI, with the transition
1
1
between these two logic gates occurring at e−β ΔϵAI ≈ γ ≈ γ
1

which follows from the functional form of eq 2 and the
symmetry between the two gates (see the Supporting
Information section A).
General Two-Ligand MWC Response. We next relax the
constraint that pactive must either approach 0 or 1 in the limits
of no ligand or saturating ligand and consider the general
behavior that can be achieved by an MWC molecule in the
four limits shown in Figure 3A. Manipulating the three
parameters (γ1, γ2, and ΔϵAI) enables us to ﬁx three of the four
limits of pactive, and these three choices determine the
remaining limit. For example, the parameters in Figure 4A
were chosen so that p0,0 = 0.5 (ΔϵAI = 0), p0,∞ ≈ 0.9 (γ2 = 0.1),
and p∞,0 ≈ 0.05 (γ1 = 20), which ﬁxed p∞,∞ ≈ 0.3 for the ﬁnal
limit.
In addition to the limits of pactive, the locations of the
transitions between these limits can be controlled by changing

2

(this corresponds to ΔϵAI ≈ −9kBT for the values of KA,i and
KI,i in Figure 3).
To explore the gating behavior changes across parameter
space, we deﬁne a quality metric for how closely pactive matches
its target value at diﬀerent concentration limits for a given
idealized logic gate
Q (γ1 , γ2 , ΔϵAI) =

∏ ∏
λ1= 0, ∞ λ 2 = 0, ∞

(1 − |pλideal
− pλ , λ |)
,λ
1

2

1

2

(2)

where pλ1,λ2 = pactive([L1] → λ1,[L2] → λ2). A value of 1 (highquality gate) implies a perfect match between the target
function and the behavior of the allosteric molecule, whereas a
value near 0 (low-quality gate) suggests that the response
behavior deviates from the target function in at least one limit.
From eq 2, the quality for the AND gate becomes
Q AND = (1 − p0,0 )(1 − p∞ ,0 )(1 − p0, ∞ )p∞ , ∞

KA,i and KI,i while keeping γi =

KI, i

constant. In the Supporting

Information section B, we generalize previous results for the
transition of a single-ligand MWC receptor12 to the present
case of two ligands. Interestingly, we ﬁnd that the midpoint
[L*1 ][L2]→0 of the response in the absence of [L2] (ﬁlled circle
in Figure 4A, its value extended along a solid curve) is diﬀerent
from the corresponding midpoint [L1*][L2]→∞ at saturating [L2]
(hollow circle in Figure 4A, its value extended along a dashed
curve), with analogous statements holding for the second
ligand. More precisely, the two transition points occur at

(3)

whereas for the OR gate, it takes on the form
Q OR = (1 − p0,0 )p∞ ,0 p0, ∞ p∞ , ∞

KA, i

(4)

Figure 3D shows the regions in parameter space where the
protein exhibits these gating behaviors (the high-quality gates
from Figure 3C are denoted by brown dots). More speciﬁcally,
for a ﬁxed ΔϵAI, the AND behavior is achieved in a ﬁnite
triangular region in the γ1−γ2 plane, which grows larger as ΔϵAI
decreases. The OR gate, on the other hand, is achieved in an
inﬁnite region deﬁned by γ1, γ2 ≲ eβΔϵAI. In either case, a highquality gate can be obtained only when the base activity is very
low (ΔϵAI ≲ 0) and when both ligands are strong activators
(γ1, γ2 ≪ 1), in agreement with the derived conditions (Figure
3B). Lastly, we note that the quality metrics for AND/OR and
their complementary NAND/NOR gates obey a simple
relation, namely,

[Li*][Lj]→ 0 = KA, i

1 + e−β ΔϵAI
1 + γi e−β ΔϵAI

[Li*][Lj]→∞ = KA, i

(5)

1 + γj e−β ΔϵAI
1 + γ1γ2 e−β ΔϵAI

(6)

Notably, the ratio
[Li*][Lj]→∞
[Li*][Lj]→ 0
2795

=

(1 + γ1 e−β ΔϵAI)(1 + γ2 e−β ΔϵAI)
(1 + e−β ΔϵAI)(1 + γ1γ2 e−β ΔϵAI)

(7)
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Figure 5. Increased number of binding sites can switch the logic of an MWC protein from AND into OR. (A) Parameter conditions required for
AND → OR switching upon an increase in the number of binding sites. (B) Representative activity plots showing the AND → OR switching.
Parameters used were KA,i = 2.5 × 10−8 M, KI,i = 2.5 × 10−6 M, and ΔϵAI = −7kBT.

is invariant to ligand swapping (i ↔ j); hence, the transition
zones, deﬁned as the concentration intervals between solid and
dotted curves, have identical sizes for the two ligands, as can be
seen in Figure 4.
The MWC response has its steepest slope when the ligand
concentration is within the range set by [L*i ][Lj]→0 and
[Li*][Lj]→∞, and interesting response behaviors can arise when
both ligand concentrations fall into this regime. For example,
Antebi et al. recently showed that the BMP pathway exhibits a
ratiometric response where pathway activity depends monotonically on the ratio of the ligand concentrations.8 Similar
response functions have also been observed in the GAL
pathway in yeast, where gene induction is sensitive to the ratio
of galactose and glucose.9 Such a behavior can be achieved
within the highly sensitive region of the MWC model using
one repressor ligand (L1) and one activator ligand (L2), as
shown in Figure 4B. Parameters chosen for demonstration are
ΔϵAI = 0, KA,1 = KA,2, and

KI,1
KA,1

=

KA,2
KI,2

exponentially with the number of binding sites. However, by
analogy with the earlier simple case, the general formula for the
probability that the protein is active can be written as
pactive ([L1] , [L 2] , ..., [LN ])
N

=
N

+

[L1]
KI,1

= 10−4 . In this regime,

)

ni

)

N

(

+ e−β ΔϵAI∏i = 1 1 +

[Li ]
KI, i

ni

)

(9)

i

i

Over evolutionary time or through synthetic approaches, the
number of binding sites displayed by a single molecule can be
tuned, enabling such systems to test a variety of responses with
a limited repertoire of regulatory molecules. Since γ1, γ2 ≪ 1,
increasing the number of binding sites while keeping all other
parameters the same can shift a response from AND → OR as
shown in Figure 5. The opposite logic switching (OR →
AND) is similarly possible by decreasing the number of
binding sites, and analogous results can be derived for the
complementary NAND and NOR gates (see the Supporting
Information section C). In the limit where the number of
binding sites becomes large (n1, n2 ≫ 1), an allosteric
molecule’s behavior will necessarily collapse into OR logic,
provided γ1, γ2 < 1, since the presence of either ligand
occupying the numerous binding sites has suﬃcient free energy
to overcome the active−inactive free energy diﬀerence ΔϵAI. In
addition, having a large number of binding sites makes the
pactive response sharper (Figure 5B), as has been seen in the
context of chromatin remodeling where ∼150 bp of DNA
“buried” within a nucleosome can be made available for
transcription by the binding of multiple transcription factors.13
Next, we examine an alternative possibility of generalizing
the MWC response, namely, considering a molecule with N =
3 distinct ligands, each having a single binding site (ni = 1).
The logic response is now described by a 2 × 2 × 2 cube
corresponding to the activity at low and saturating
concentrations of each of the three ligands (an example
realization is shown in Figure 6A). Since each of the 8 cube

(8)

which clearly depends monotonically on the [L2]/[L1] ratio
(see the Supporting Information section B for details). We
note that the region over which the ratiometric behavior is
observed can be made arbitrarily large by decreasing the ratios
KI,1
K
and A,2 .
KA,1

[Li ]
KA, i

ni

[Li ]
KA, i

We ﬁrst consider an MWC molecule with N = 2 input ligands
as in the previous section but with ni ligand binding sites for
ligand i. As derived in the Supporting Information section C,
the criteria for the AND and OR gates are identical to those for
a protein with ni = 1 binding site per ligand, except that we
make the γi → γni i substitution in the conditions shown in
Figure 3B. The protein thus exhibits OR behavior if
1
1
e−β ΔϵAI ≪ γ ni or AND behavior if e−β ΔϵAI ≫ γ ni , i = 1, 2.

[L 2 ]
KA,2
[L 2 ]
KA,2

(

∏i = 1 1 +

the probability of the protein being active gets reduced to
pactive ([L1] , [L 2]) ≈

(

∏i = 1 1 +

KI,2

Modulation by Multiple Ligands. A much richer
repertoire of signaling responses is available to an MWC
protein if we go beyond two input ligands with a single binding
site for each, as exhibited by phosphofructokinase, for example.
Though earlier we mentioned phosphofructokinase in the
context of two of its input ligands, in fact, this enzyme has even
more inputs (including ATP, ADP, AMP, fructose 6phosphate, citrate, and acyl-CoA, to name a few) and thus
provides a rich example of multiligand combinatorial control.1
To start exploring the diversity of these responses, we
generalize eq 1 to consider cases with N input ligands, where
the ith ligand has ni binding sites, concentration [Li], and
dissociation constants KA,i and KI,i with the molecule’s active
and inactive states, respectively. In general, it is impractical to
write the states and weights as we have done in Figure 2, since
N
the total number of possible states, given by 21+∑i=1ni, grows
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Figure 6. Third ligand expands the combinatorial diversity of logic responses and enables logic switching. (A) Cubic diagram of a representative
molecular logic response. The label “0” stands for the limit when all ligands are at low concentrations. Each digit in the labels of other limits
indicates the high concentration of the corresponding ligand (for example, in the “12” limit the ligands 1 and 2 are at high concentrations). Red and
green colors indicate the OFF and ON states of the molecule, respectively. (B) Diagram representing the numbers of 3-ligand logic gates
categorized by their MWC compatibility and functional uniqueness. The area of each cell is proportional to the number of gates in the
corresponding category. (C) Demonstration of diﬀerent logic transitions induced by a third ligand (thick arrows) on the example of the 3-input
gate in panel A. (D) Table of all possible logic transitions (row → column, green cells) inducible by a third ligand in the MWC framework.
Schematics of the 14 MWC-compatible 2-ligand gates corresponding to each column entry are displayed on top (i and j represent diﬀerent
ligands). Results for the transitions between logical complements (NOT row → NOT column) are identical to the results for row → column
transitions and are not shown. Trivial transitions between identical gates where the third ligand has no eﬀect are marked with hatching lines.

Supporting Information section D for the detailed discussion
of how the constraints were imposed).
In addition to expanding the scope of combinatorial control
relative to the two-input case, we can think of the role of the
third ligand as a regulator whose presence switches the logic
performed by the other two ligands. We illustrate this role in
Figure 6C by ﬁrst focusing on the leftmost cubic diagram. The
gating behavior on the left face of the cube (in the absence of
L1) exhibits NONE logic, whereas the behavior on the right
face of the cube (in the presence of saturating L1) is the ORN2
logic (see the schematics at the top of Figure 6D for the
deﬁnition of all possible gates). In this way, adding L1 switches
the logic of the remaining two ligands from NONE → ORN2.
In a similar vein, adding L2 changes the logic from ANDN3 →
YES1, whereas adding L3 causes a YES1 → AND switch.
We repeat the same procedure for all functionally unique 3ligand MWC gates (see the Supporting Information section D)
and obtain a table of all possible logic switches that can be
induced by a third ligand (green cells in Figure 6D that
indicate row → column logic switches). As we can see, a large

elements can be either OFF or ON (red and green circles,
respectively), the total number of possible responses becomes
28 = 256. This number, however, includes functionally
redundant responses, as well as ones that are not admissible
in the MWC framework. We therefore eliminate these cases to
accurately quantify the functional diversity of the 3-input
MWC proteins.
We consider two responses to be functionally identical if one
can be obtained from another by relabeling the ligands, e.g., (1,
2, 3) → (3, 1, 2). Eliminating all redundant responses leaves 80
unique cases out of the 256 possibilities (see the Supporting
Information section D). In addition, since the molecule’s
activity in the eight ligand concentration limits is determined
by only four MWC parameters, namely, {ΔϵAI, γ1, γ2, γ3}, we
expect the space of possible 3-input gates to be constrained
(analogous to XOR/XNOR gates being inaccessible to 2-input
MWC proteins). Imposing the constraints leaves 34 functionally unique logic responses that are compatible with the MWC
framework (see Figure 6B for the summary statistics and the
2797
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Figure 7. Example of logic switches induced by the third ligand. Parameter conditions and representative activity plots of an allosteric molecule
exhibiting AND logic in the absence of the third ligand, whereas exhibiting OR logic (A, B) or YES1 logic (C, D) when L3 is present at a saturating
concentration. Parameters used were KA,i = 2.5 × 10−8 M and KI,i = 2.5 × 10−4 M in panel B, KA,i = 2.5 × 10−8 M, KI,1 = 2.5 × 10−4 M, and KI,2/3 =
2.5 × 10−6 M in panel D, along with ΔϵAI = −12kBT in both panels.

transcriptional,14,15 signaling,16 or metabolic,1 integrate information from multiple inputs to produce a single output. The
statistical mechanical MWC model we employ allows us to
systematically explore the combinatorial diversity of output
responses available to such networks and determine the
conditions that the MWC parameters need to satisfy to realize
a particular response.
In this paper, we built on earlier work to show that the
response of an allosteric MWC molecule can mimic Boolean
logic. Speciﬁcally, we demonstrated that a protein that binds to
two ligands can exhibit an AND, OR, NAND, or NOR
response (also shown by others4−6), where the former two
cases require the protein to be inherently inactive and that
both ligands preferentially bind to the active conformation,
whereas the latter two cases require the converse conditions.
We derived the MWC parameter ranges within which an
allosteric protein would exhibit an AND or OR response
(Figure 3B), and showed that the corresponding parameter
ranges for NAND or NOR responses could be achieved by
1
simply substituting γi → γ and ΔϵAI → −ΔϵAI in the

set of logic switches are feasible, the majority of which (the left
half of the table) do not involve a change in the base activity
(i.e., activity in the absence of the two ligands). Comparatively
fewer transitions that involve ﬂipping of the base activity from
OFF to ON are possible (the right half of the table).
As a demonstration of the regulatory function of the third
ligand, we show two examples of logic switching induced by
increasing [L3], namely, AND → OR (Figure 7A,B) and AND
→ YES1 (Figure 7C,D), along with the parameter conditions
that need to be satisﬁed to enable such transitions (see the
Supporting Information section D for derivations). An
interesting perspective is to view the L3 ligand as a modulator
of the free energy diﬀerence ΔϵAI. For example, when [L3] = 0,
the protein behaves identically to the N = 2 case given by eq 1;
at a saturating concentration of L3, however, the protein
behaves as if it had N = 2 ligands with a modiﬁed free energy
diﬀerence ΔϵAI
′ given by
′ = ΔϵAI − kBT log γ3
ΔϵAI

(10)

From this perspective, the third ligand increases the eﬀective
free energy diﬀerence in the examples shown in Figure 7, since
in both cases, the γ3 ≪ 1 condition is satisﬁed. For the AND
→ OR transition, the increase in ΔϵAI is suﬃcient to let either
of the two ligands activate the molecule (hence, the OR gate).
In the AND → YES1 transition, the change in ΔϵAI utilizes the
asymmetry between the binding strengths of the two ligands
(γ1 ≪ γ2) to eﬀectively “silence” the activity of the ligand L2.
We note in passing that such a behavior for the N = 3 allosteric
molecule is reminiscent of a transistor that can switch an input
signal in electronics.

i

parameter condition equations (Supporting Information
section A.3). Since the NAND and NOR gates are known in
digital electronics as universal logic gates, all other logic
functions can be reproduced by hierarchically layering these
gates. In the context of this work, such layering could be
implemented if the MWC protein is an enzyme that only
catalyzes in the active state so that its output (the amount of
product) could serve as an input for the next enzyme, thereby
producing more complex logic functions via allostery, though
at the cost of noise ampliﬁcation and response delays.
As in earlier work,4,5 we showed that the XOR and XNOR
responses cannot be achieved within the original MWC
framework (eq 1) but are possible when cooperativity between
the two ligands is introduced (Supporting Information section

■

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Combinatorial control is a ubiquitous strategy employed by
cells. Networks of cellular systems of diﬀerent kinds, such as
2798
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adaptation, but without the covalent linkage. Our in-depth
analysis of the logic repertoire available to 3-input MWC
molecules can serve as a theoretical framework for designing
new allosteric proteins and also for understanding the
measured responses of existing systems. Examples of such
systems that both act as 3-input AND gates include the GIRK
channel, whose state (open or closed) is regulated by the G
protein Gβγ, the lipid PIP2, and Na+ ions,29 or the engineered
N-WASP signaling protein, which is activated by SH3, Cdc42,
and PDZ ligands.30 We note that these 3-input AND gates
exhibit a NONE → AND logic switch upon the increase of any
of the three inputs. More sophisticated logic switches can, in
principle, be achieved by engineering a similar three-ligand NWASP protein, but this time having one of the ligands act as a
repressor and the other two as activators.2 Our treatment of
multiligand gating can also serve as a theoretical framework for
dissecting the combinatorial control of the BMP signaling
protein by more than 20 ligands, diﬀerent pairs of which have
been shown to exhibit diﬀerent response behaviors (e.g., the
action of BMP4 and BMP9 ligands results in an OR gate,
whereas the action of BMP4 and GDF5 ligands results in a
YES1 gate).8
The exquisite control that arises from the web of interactions
underlying biological systems is diﬃcult to understand and
replicate. A ﬁrst step to overcoming this hurdle is to carefully
quantify the types of behaviors that multicomponent systems
can exhibit. As our ability to harness and potentially design de
novo allosteric systems grows,21,29−33 we can augment our
current level of combinatorial control in biological contexts,
such as transcriptional regulation,3,14,15,34,35 to create even
richer dynamics.

A.4). Biological XOR and XNOR behaviors are uncommon in
nontranscriptional systems and have also been challenging for
synthetic design and optimization.17 One of the few examples
of such systems is a synthetic metallochromic chromophore
whose transmittance output level is modulated by Ca2+ and H+
ions in a XOR-like manner.18,19
In addition to traditional Boolean logic, we recognized
further manifestations of combinatorial control by two-ligand
MWC proteins. In particular, we showed that the protein
activity in three of the four ligand concentration limits can be
set independently by tuning the MWC parameters γ1, γ2, and
ΔϵAI, and that the ligand concentrations at which transitions
between limit responses take place can be separately controlled
by proportionally changing KA,i and KI,i, while keeping γi =

KA, i
KI, i

constant (eqs 5 and 6). We also showed that when the ranges
of ligand concentrations are close to those transition values,
then ratiometric sensing observed in the BMP8 and GAL
pathways9 can be recapitulated through the MWC model
(Figure 4B), with larger regions of sensitivity achievable by
appropriate tuning of the parameters. We note that parameter
“tuning” can be realized either through evolutionary processes
over long time scales or synthetically, using mutagenesis or
other approaches.20
Apart from altering the thermodynamic parameters such as
the aﬃnity of ligand binding or the free energy of active and
inactive protein conformations, the number of ligand-binding
sites of an allosteric molecule can also be changed. This can
occur evolutionarily through recombination events, synthetically by engineering combinations of protein domains,21 or
through binding of competitive eﬀectors that reduce the
eﬀective number of ligand-binding sites. We found that these
alterations in the number of ligand-binding sites are capable of
switching the logic behavior between AND ↔ OR or NAND
↔ NOR gates (Figure 5B). Since the MWC model has been
applied in unusual situations such as the regulation of
promoter accessibility in nucleosomal DNA that can unwrap
upon the binding of multiple transcription factors,13,22 these
results on combinatorial control can also be relevant for
eukaryotic transcription, where the number of transcription
factor binding sites can be tuned using synthetic approaches.23−26 In developing Drosophila embryos, for instance,
diﬀerent patterns of gene expression were obtained using
synthetically designed enhancers with diﬀerent numbers of
repressor and activator binding sites.24 Knowing the spatial
distribution of transcription factor concentrations across the
embryo, the authors obtained gene activity proﬁles and
observed eﬀectively a switch from ANDN1 logic into YES2
logic upon increasing the number of activator binding sites,24
which is a switching behavior accessible to an MWC molecule
as well (Supporting Information section C).
Lastly, we generalized the analysis of logic responses for a
molecule whose activity is modulated by three ligands, and
identiﬁed 34 functionally unique and MWC-compatible gates
out of 256 total possibilities. We oﬀered a perspective on the
function of any of the three ligands as a “regulator” that can
cause a switch in the type of logic performed by the other two
ligands and derived the full list of such switches (Figure 6D).
Within the MWC model, the role of this regulatory ligand can
be viewed as eﬀectively changing the free energy diﬀerence
ΔϵAI between the protein’s active and inactive states
(Supporting Information section D.2), which, in turn, is akin
to the role of methylation27,28 or phosphorylation28 in
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